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The Scarcity Problem

Employee scarcity is the term that describes employers being unable
to recruit su�cient talent in a given niche to �ll their requirements.
Employee scarcity is generally said to occur if, adjusting for lower-
than-market wages and other recruiting path issues, positions remain
un�lled for more than one month.12 This measure of scarcity has been
repeatedly validated through peer-reviewed study since the 1960s.

In the cybersecurity arena, there is a general sense that hiring is di�-
cult, and the numbers back that conclusion up. With more than one
million cybersecurity positions un�lled worldwide,3 currently-identi�ed
security needs couldn’t be met if every employee at GM,4 Costco,5

Home Depot,6 Delta,7 and Procter & Gamble8 became security experts
tomorrow. Those one million positions span industries, specializations,
and requirements; in addition, approximately 25,000 of them are in
the United States’ federal civil service.9 These non-military govern-
ment agencies, in addition to the general di�culty of hiring security
personnel at this time, have the added complicating factor of not being
able to raise their salaries in response to market conditions. While
some authors tout the idea that working for the government brings
side bene�ts that private industry cannot match (such as a sense of
giving back to the community and country), these bene�ts are appar-
ently insu�cient to meet the current demand. The military is also inter-
ested in locating additional cybersecurity experts, but their approach
is to produce them internally (through rating schools and other educa-
tional methods), rather than sourcing them externally, so their numbers
and internal recruiting concerns are not included in this analysis.

WITH MORE THAN ONE MILLION
CYBERSECURITY POSITIONS

UNFILLED WORLDWIDE,

CURRENTLY-IDENTIFIED SECU-

RITY NEEDS COULDN’T BE MET

IF EVERY EMPLOYEE AT GM,

COSTCO, HOME DEPOT, DELTA,

AND PROCTER & GAMBLE
BECAME SECURITY EXPERTS

TOMORROW.

To be clear, this is a global problem which a�ects every country, regard-
less of apparent level of technological integration. Few countries’ govern-
ments can match private salaries, and even private industry is unable
to hire su�cient security expertise to meet the demand.
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Import or Educate

There are essentially two categories of solutions at the nation-state
level for solving long-term signi�cant shortages in specialized employees;
a state can choose either to import such talent, or to create it inter-
nally. These solutions are not mutually exclusive, but they each have
limitations.

The �rst category of solutions to a country that has a shortage in qual-
i�ed security workers involve �nding expert security workers in other
countries, and bringing them (on either a temporary, as-needed, basis,
or on a permanent one) to the country with the shortage. In some regions,
this can be implemented e�ectively through existing arrangements.
For instance, in the Schengen Zone (the European Union, minus the
United Kingdom and Ireland), unrestricted visa-free immigration for
any purpose allows workers to respond with very little friction to any
employee shortage within the region. There are no strongly-veri�ed
numbers on Schengen migration due to needs in the security industry
(not least because, in a visa-free union, only post-hoc sampling could
�nd such numbers), but it seems likely that wealthier nations within the
Zone are able to o�er higher wages to attract cybersecurity experts
from poorer nations.

The United States, being signi�cantly more massive than the other
partners in the NAFTA low-friction visa zone, cannot take as many
security experts (as a percentage of the total needed) from the NAFTA
zone. In addition, as the list of permitted professions was assembled
during the original negotiations, NAFTA does not contemplate cyber-
security experts independently of related professions such as computer
systems analyst, engineer or management consultant. This further
complicates a strong understanding of the actual number of profes-
sionals working in cybersecurity under a Trade NAFTA Status.

To import talent from outside the NAFTA region, the United States has
created another means of importing security expertise: issuing special
visas to experts. The H1-B “Specialty Occupation” visa is a program
created by the United States to import technical experts from else-
where into the country for private industry.1011 (The US civil service
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cannot recruit from the H1-B pool.) H1-B visas require signi�cant tech-
nical expertise; at the current H1-B cap levels, 20,000 people holding
a Master’s degree or higher are chosen to participate in the program,
followed by a further 65,000 people holding at least a Bachelor’s degree
(though these people, too, often hold additional degrees). In order
to obtain permission to hire someone under an H1-B visa, compa-
nies have to assert that they are unable to hire the needed expertise
within the United States.12 The vast majority of H1-B visas—68%—are
for computer-related jobs, of which the majority of positions are, in
turn, related to security.

Three major American �rms—SAIC,13 Booz Allen Hamilton,14 and 3M15—
list a combined 2,986 un�lled positions on their H1-B-speci�c cyber-
security recruiting pages as of July 28, 2014. The 2014 H1-B visa cap
was �lled to more than twice its quota (for a lottery) on April 7, 2014, six
days after it opened.16 Presumably, these positions will stay un�lled at
least until October 2015, when the application window will open again.
Visa renewals are not included in the cap, so experts who come to the
United States under the H1-B program can (and, presumably, will) stay
inde�nitely without ever returning to their countries of origin.

JUST THREE U.S. FIRMS LIST

NEARLY 3,000 CYBERSECU-

RITY POSITIONS THEY CANNOT

FILL WITH AMERICANS; THOSE

EXPERTS THAT EVENTUALLY

FILL THE POSITIONS MAY NEVER

RETURN TO THEIR HOME COUN-

TRIES TO PROVIDE EXPERTISE

THERE.

These 85,000 experts—representing approximately 57,800 computer
experts, of whom a signi�cant percentage are security-related—do not
magically appear on a global scale, however. Necessarily, each secu-
rity (or other) expert drawn from another country, while representing a
gain to the knowledge pool of the United States, represents a loss of
experience and talent from their country of origin. While Article 12 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights requires coun-
tries to allow emigration (in most cases), a “brain drain” on this scale
may be considered, at the extreme, a threat to the national security of
the countries of origin.

The second category of solutions involves training domestic persons
to a su�cient level of expertise in security. Most of the Global North
and BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa) have
one or more government-supported educational initiatives to identify
and train cybersecurity talent, ranging from educational scholarships
to intelligence-agency-led curriculum design, that apply to every level
from secondary education to PhD programs.171819
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These programs cannot, however, scale quickly or e�ectively enough
to deal with the outsized nature of the demand for expertise. To take
one illustrative example, the entire United Kingdom’s advanced, GCHQ-
led cybersecurity programs will produce just 66 PhDs with a cyber-
security focus per year—beginning in 2017. The UK has also invested
signi�cant resources in including more security work in general engi-
neering and computer science programs (for instance, by requiring at
least one course on security in all accredited engineering programs
beginning in 2015), but this single additional course—in e�ect, just
another breadth requirement within computer science and engineering,
among the many others that exist already—will not be able to educate
even the UK out of its talent shortage, let alone the world. The UK
(among many other countries) is also attempting to kickstart the educa-
tion of security practitioners at sub-expert levels, for instance by recruiting
100 students per year to take a two-year “Foundation Degree” program
of study designed by GCHQ. While educating students at a basic level
will, in time, motivate some of them to proceed on with their education
and attain mastery, this is a many-year process with no gains at the
expert level in the short and medium term.

A GREAT DEAL OF TIME, MONEY,

AND ATTENTION IS BEING

FOCUSED ON CYBERSECURITY

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT,

BUT IT IS STILL UNCLEAR WHAT

LONG-TERM EFFECTS THAT WILL

HAVE ON THE SUPPLY OF CYBER-

SECURITY PRACTITIONERS,

ESPECIALLY AT THE EXPERT

LEVEL.

Across the broader European Union, the European Commission’s TEMPUS
(Trans-European Mobility Program for European Studies) program, an
educational development initiative that seeks to create educational
initiatives across the EU, Eastern Europe, the Near East, and North
Africa, cataloged the curricula, requirements, and desired outcomes
of cybersecurity education programs, both inside the TEMPUS regions
and around the world. It documented new Bachelor-level security
programs in the UK, Russia, China, the US (using the University of Mary-
land at University College’s program as an exemplar for NSA-led curric-
ular change in a semi-professional degree setting), Canada, and Australia,
but noted that these have limited utility; “Master degrees are essential
for providing a cybersecurity workforce with advanced capabilities.”

TEMPUS found much smaller Master-level programs in Estonia (another
consequence of Estonia’s 2007 digital attack, in addition to the estab-
lishment of the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excel-
lence being established there, the “Tallinn Manual on the International
Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare” being authored there, and the annual
NATO CCD COE conference on cyberwarfare being held there), the
United States (this time using the University of Maryland at Baltimore
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County’s Professional Studies program as the NSA-led exemplar),
Australia, and the United Kingdom. Finally, it found doctoral programs
in the United Kingdom, the United States, Germany, France, Estonia,
and Norway. However,

While doing research for these exam-
ples, [TEMPUS] found that while cyber
security is well represented among
master study programs, the number of
Ph.D. programs speci�cally targeting
cyber security is not very high. The
majority of Ph.Ds. in the cyber secu-
rity �eld are researched and awarded
during studies of a more generic kind,
ordinarily computer science, without a
devoted Ph.D. program.

In addition to educational programs, business and non-pro�t groups
are trying to stimulate interest both in STEM �elds generally, and on
cybersecurity speci�cally through sponsoring events, diversity pushes,
and funding grants to schools and other entities. A great deal of time,
money, and attention is being focused on cybersecurity workforce
development, but it is still unclear what long-term e�ects they will
have on the supply of cybersecurity practitioners, especially at the
expert level.
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Conclusion

While this report has focused on the educational programs being launched
and/or upgraded to train additional cybersecurity talent, it is impor-
tant to realize that education is not the same thing as expertise. Even
very-well-trained students from commendable degree programs will
require time and experience to reach the level of expertise required of
them. Beyond a certain point, putting more money into the problem
will prove ine�ective to shorten the time it takes to develop new secu-
rity expertise.

This analysis has focused primarily on talent shortages in the Global
North, especially on Western Europe and the US; this is both because
insu�cient data exists on other regions, and because the technology
infrastructure is less advanced in most other regions. As Africa, the
remainder of South America, and the remaining Asian countries build
out their infrastructure (as they are doing at an extremely rapid pace),
their needs for advanced security practitioners will necessarily increase.

In the future, countries that depend on “locking in” their security talent
(whether that talent comes from that country or another) by moving
the personnel from one country to another will face competitive “bidding
wars” between companies and nations. A more sustainable idea may
be to encourage the sharing of talent and technical resources; this
would allow the world as a whole to secure fewer pools of critical
data, rather than a multitude of balkanized networks. This, in turn, would
lower the number of needed security experts—not enough, in the
near term, to alleviate the shortages discussed in this paper, but this
strategy could avoid worsening the problem.

EVEN VERY-WELL-TRAINED

STUDENTS FROM COMMEND-

ABLE DEGREE PROGRAMS WILL

REQUIRE TIME AND EXPERI-

ENCE TO REACH THE LEVEL OF

EXPERTISE REQUIRED OF THEM.

Taken together, then, these factors indicate that it may not be possible
for the vast majority of countries to source the necessary security exper-
tise to secure their infrastructure locally. Since security practice is
something that can be done across national boundaries, it seems increas-
ingly clear that a signi�cant amount of security expertise must be shared,
at least in the short and medium terms. Any plan that requires a country
to source locally its security talent, its data, or its computational infras-
tructure may be requiring the impossible—and harming the country’s
ability to secure its industry.
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